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Neuroradiology SignsMcGraw-Hill, 2014

	A COMPREHENSIVE, FULL-COLOR GUIDE TO NEURORADIOLOGY SIGNS ACROSS ALL IMAGING MODALITIES


	The first book of its kind, Neuroradiology Signs provides a multimodality review of more than 440 neuroradiologic signs in CT, MR, angiography, radiography, ultrasound, and nuclear medicine. It is designed to enhance your recognition of...
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A Culture of Purpose: How to Choose the Right People and Make the Right People Choose YouJossey-Bass, 2014

	How innovative leaders create meaningful cultures that attract and retain top talent


	Building a culture of purpose is one of the greatest challenges facing modern leaders, as today's best minds are looking for meaning, not just jobs. More than any other single factor, cultures of purpose power winning organizations,...
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Calm Technology: Principles and Patterns for Non-Intrusive DesignO'Reilly, 2016

	
		How can you design technology that becomes a part of a user’s life and not a distraction from it? This practical book explores the concept of calm technology, a method for smoothly capturing a user’s attention only when necessary, while calmly remaining in the background most of the time. You’ll learn how to design...
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Le Verrier_Magnificent and Detestable Astronomer (Astrophysics and Space Science Library) (English and French Edition)Springer, 2013

	Translated from the original French by Bernard Sheehan; Edited and with an introduction by Dr. William Sheehan, a neuroscientist and amateur astronomer who is also a research fellow of the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona


	Le Verrier was a superb scientist. His discovery of Neptune in 1846 made him the most famous...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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Drug Information: A Guide for Pharmacists (Malone, Drug Information)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	Over the last ten years, there has been an increasing realization of the importance of information. Much of this can be related to the increased availability of Internet information sources throughout society, along with the ease by which material can be located and used. The impact of the Internet can also been seen in this book. The first...
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Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2016

	You have too many projects, and firefighting and multitasking are keeping you from finishing any of them. You need to manage your project portfolio. This fully updated and expanded bestseller arms you with agile and lean ways to collect all your work and decide which projects you should do first, second, and never. See how to tie your work to...
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Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2016

	From its very origin, Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First Approach by Julia Burdge and Michelle Driessen has been developed and written using an atomsâ€�first approach specific to introductory chemistry. It is not a pared down version of a general chemistry text, but carefully crafted with the introductoryâ€�chemistry student...
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An Introduction to Programming in GoCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This book is a short, concise introduction to computer programming using the language Go. Designed by Google, Go is a general purpose programming language with modern features, clean syntax and a robust well-documented common library, making it an ideal language to learn as your first programming language....
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Mining Machines and Earth-Moving Equipment: Problems of Design, Research and MaintenanceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book presents central problems in the design, research and maintenance of large-size mining machines for open pits, mobile earth-moving machinery, hydraulic hammers for mining and civil engineering, and screening processes for bulk materials. It brings together the insights of numerous respected academics to offer a thorough and...
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Work On Your Game: Use the Pro Athlete Mindset to Dominate Your Game in Business, Sports, and LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	Your game plan for career success?from International Basketball Pro Dre Baldwin

	

	No one knows how to turn unrelenting self-belief into hard-and-fast career results better than Dre Baldwin. When everyone and everything was telling him to give up on his goal of playing pro basketball, he got focused on his future, and...
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Assouad Dimension and Fractal Geometry (Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, Series Number 222)Cambridge University Press, 2020

	The Assouad dimension is a notion of dimension in fractal geometry that has been the subject of much interest in recent years. This book, written by a world expert on the topic, is the first thorough account of the Assouad dimension and its many variants and applications in fractal geometry and beyond. It places the theory of the Assouad...
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